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Prepare With the #1 Most Popular DAT Resource
Over 90% of pre-dental students prepared with DAT Bootcamp last year. 
Upgrade today and get ready to ace the DAT.
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DAT Bootcamp Students

Bootcamp Pro

Most Popular
+
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$619
$519
USD

Save $100 Instantly


90 days of access to everything you need to get an awesome DAT score. Great for students of all types.



Get Bootcamp Pro
or 4 payments of $129.75 with Afterpay
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Bootcamp Plus

Best Value
+
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$1,219
$919
USD

Save $300 Instantly


180 days of access and an extra 5 full-length tests. Great for students who want more study time and practice.


Get Bootcamp Plus
or 4 payments of $229.75 with Afterpay
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Includes everything in DAT Bootcamp's Pro membership + additional benefits listed above.







[image: Higher Score Guarantee]Get a higher DAT score. Guaranteed. 
We guarantee a higher Academic Average (AA) on your DAT.
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Everything You Need to Get a Top Score on the DAT

And nothing you don't.


Questions based on the real 2024 DAT
Practice with the most representative questions
	[image: ]11,000+ high-yield DAT questions based on student feedback.


	[image: ]Exam-like software interface and content.


	[image: ]Weekly updates to maintain high standards of excellence.




















"I made sure to do all 10 of the Bootcamp practice exams, and these practice exams were VERY representative of the actual exam."
I want to emphasize that if you use Bootcamp EFFECTIVELY, you WILL be prepared for this exam. I made sure to do all ten of the Bootcamp practice exams, and these practice exams were VERY representative of the actual exam. If you are on a tight studying schedule like I was, definitely make it your priority to get through all of the practice exams, and focus on studying any concepts you struggled with that consistently showed up on practice exams.
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Read More
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No boring Scripted videos

Captivating DAT videos that make learning easy
	[image: ]High-quality DAT videos that focus on frequently tested content.


	[image: ]Bite-sized quizzes to reinforce with active learning.


	[image: ]Motivating teaching style with unscripted and engaging teachers.




















"Throughout my time using Bootcamp I felt empowered by the team of tutors and personal one-on-one with experts about specific questions."
To alleviate my apprehension, I began using Bootcamp following Ari’s study guide. This gave me more of an idea of how to pace myself based on the volume of material and set clear- cut deadlines for when I had to learn each lesson. After the first two weeks of following the plan, I felt that the study guide provided a solid understanding of how to study each different section. I was able to craft my own schedule to review salient material that I had watched in previous lessons.
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Content-rich Explanations

Premium quality explanations to master the content
	[image: ]Vivid illustrations make difficult concepts easy to understand.


	[image: ]Content-rich explanations for both correct and incorrect choices.


	[image: ]DAT Pro-Tips to highlight exactly what you need to know.




















"My favorite part of DAT Bootcamp was the depth of the solutions. Each question or bio bite you encounter comes with a clear and definite solution."
Make sure you go out and take a break a couple times a week, otherwise you’ll go insane. Take a deep breath and tell yourself that you can do it. You have everything you need right in front of you. Take interest in everything you learn. The information on this test is what makes the world go round. Everything is easier when you’re having fun, that is my floss-ophy.
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Data-Driven Performance and Improvement Tracking
Predict your DAT score before you take the exam
	[image: ]Get an accurate score prediction based on our extensive data.


	[image: ]Compare your performance to past students.


	[image: ]Turn weaknesses into strengths with our performance tracking.




















"The questions Bootcamp asks are very similar to questions found on the actual DAT and the format and interface of their Full Length Tests are almost identical to the DAT itself."
Two critical advantages that Bootcamp has over other study programs is that: 1. The questions they ask are very similar to questions found on the actual DAT and 2. The format and interface of their Full Length Tests are almost identical to the DAT itself.
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DAT BOOTCAMP exclusive
Master the chemistry sections with Dr. Mike’s Videos
	[image: ]Dr. Mike brings an electric energy to chemistry.


	[image: ]Engaging whiteboard videos teach you shortcuts to DAT questions.


	[image: ]Quality lesson videos tailored exactly to what the DAT tests.




















"I absolutely loved using Bootcamp, everyone was so supportive and responsive, the interface is user friendly, and it was perfect for learning and refreshing old / new topics."
The DAT is a hard exam, but anything is achievable, it can be discouraging to get certain scores, but you have to remember that getting it wrong in practice will only help you retain it better for the actual exam! Good luck to everybody I hope I was somewhat helpful and feel free to reach out anytime at all!
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Mobile App rated 4.9 stars From 4.5k reviews
Get access to the highest-rated DAT mobile app
	[image: ]Seamless transition from web to app.


	[image: ]Study anywhere, anytime.


	[image: ]Top-rated study app with 4.9 stars from 4.5k reviews.
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"Bootcamp was my primary source of studying and practicing for the DAT, and it was one of my best decisions in life to use this site."
For future DAT test takers, I recommend watching all the lectures and taking notes, and doing the practice problems constantly throughout the whole process. Also, I highly recommend taking all the practice exams in a fairly short amount of time (probably not six in a week like I did) in order to become familiar with the structure of the exam right before test day.
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Follow Dr. Ari's proven DAT study schedule

[image: A picture of DAT Bootcamp's Pattern Folding Generator]

Create unlimited questions with PAT Generators

[image: Getting a question answered by a content expert on DAT Bootcamp]

Get help from our DAT content experts
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Get our higher score guarantee

[image: An example of question tagging on DAT Bootcamp]

Save time studying by using questions tags
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Get flashcards, Anki decks, cheat sheets & more




DAT Bootcamp vs.
Other Prep Courses

DAT Bootcamp has created powerful techniques for approaching all sections of the DAT. And we offer more high-yield study material than anyone else.
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Kaplan DAT *



Price

$519

$1199


Number of Practice Tests

60+ Practice Tests

42 Practice Tests


Number of Questions


11,000+ Questions

3,460+ Questions


Biology Videos


400+ HD Videos

< 100 Videos


General Chemistry Videos


600+ HD Videos

< 50 Videos


Organic Chemistry Videos


750+ HD Videos

< 50 Videos


Perceptual Ability Videos


850+ HD Videos

< 50 Videos


Reading Comprehension Videos


950+ HD Videos

< 50 Videos




Quantitative Reasoning Videos
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Prometric Mode Exam Simulation
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Unlimited PAT Practice
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Floating Cube Questions
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Vivid Biology Illustrations
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DAT Pro Tips
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OC Reaction Qbank
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Bio Bites
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Tutor Support
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Get Started*DAT Live Online Course as of 2/14/22













Trusted by 100,000+ Students

Over 90% of pre-dental students studied with DAT Bootcamp last year. See how they used DAT Bootcamp to ace their DAT.














"Even if I got a question right, I made sure I knew WHY I got it right. The video explanations after you answer a question are very helpful with this."
The practice tests are SO SIMILAR to the actual thing! Once you start to get more comfortable with similar questions, it is really just the numbers that are changing and I know my confidence continued to grow leading up to the test.
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"I gave myself only 3 weeks to study for the DAT, and I scored a 21 in January 2024 thanks to DAT Bootcamp."
Putting your all in this test is one of the best investments in your future that you could make. Just know that if you do find yourself in a similar situation, it is completely possible to score well on the DAT in a short amount of time.
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"Finish the practice tests. That’s three quarters of the battle, with the rest simply being review. DAT Bootcamp, with its tagging system, makes that much easier for you. "
Everyone comes to the table with a different skillset and knowledge base, so it’s counterproductive to study together. Simply studying in parallel (think parallel play among kindergartners) and coming together only to review the material in common is more than enough to enjoy the benefits of having someone to suffer with.
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"I studied for the DAT for about 8 weeks using mainly DAT Bootcamp. I believe all you need is Bootcamp."
I would often not finish my goals for the day cause life happens, don't feel too stressed out by this just move those tasks on to the next day or figure out how to compromise. I highly recommend finding something that keeps you mentally strong during your preparation, this exam is mentally taxing (at least to me it was), so make sure to check yourself and take breaks if you need it, and postpone your test date if you need to! 
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"I seriously cannot recommend DAT Bootcamp enough myself. All of the information I needed for the test was somewhere in this resource."
For me, the two most impactful factors that got me to this score were the materials I used and the way I learned / practiced. 99% of my time was spent with DAT Bootcamp. As for how to learn, I think there is a way to intake information that is the most conducive to understanding, remembering, and being able to dynamically apply it: start broad, conceptual, and real and only AFTER that, go into the specific, mechanistic, and hypothetical. After you have a grasp of the information, test yourself with practice sections. A day later, come back to the questions you got wrong and ask yourself why you got the incorrect answer, then review Bootcamp's thought process to get the right answer.
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"I made sure to do all 10 of the Bootcamp practice exams, and these practice exams were VERY representative of the actual exam."
I want to emphasize that if you use Bootcamp EFFECTIVELY, you WILL be prepared for this exam. I made sure to do all ten of the Bootcamp practice exams, and these practice exams were VERY representative of the actual exam. If you are on a tight studying schedule like I was, definitely make it your priority to get through all of the practice exams, and focus on studying any concepts you struggled with that consistently showed up on practice exams.
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"It was a tough process, but Bootcamp and my amazing support system helped me make it through and succeed. I definitely would recommend this study program to everyone!"
My two biggest tips are to make time for fun and to use the practice exams as a tool, not your enemy. Studying for this exam can be overwhelming and isolating, so taking healthy breaks is KEY. Make time for walks, going outside, seeing friends and family. Those things help my mental health and helped me stay in a good mindset along the way.
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"Bootcamp is by far the way to go. Take all 15 practice tests, but don’t get discouraged. Use them to learn. Every completed test is a success, scores don’t matter till test date arrives."
Super practical advice: 1. Bootcamp is by far the way to go. 2. Plug away at those OC reaction bites till you have them all memorized. 3. Bio Bites all the time-every minute you’ve got. 4. Watch every explanation to every problem until you stop missing them. 5. Take all 15 practice tests, but don’t get discouraged. Use them to learn. Every completed test is a success, scores don’t matter till test date arrives.
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"During the final week before my test, I retook every single practice test for every subject. This was one of the most important things I did as I saw nearly identical questions on my actual DAT."
While studying for the DAT can be very stressful and daunting, if you take the appropriate approach to how you spend your time it will make it that much easier. I would recommend writing out everything you plan on doing each day sort of like a to-do list. Then, once you finish it, cross it off. Also, don’t spend too much time on topics that you already know but rather focus on your weaknesses. Other than that, just make sure to stay consistent and get as much information out of Bootcamp as you can!
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"Bootcamp was my primary source of studying and practicing for the DAT, and it was one of my best decisions in life to use this site."
For future DAT test takers, I recommend watching all the lectures and taking notes, and doing the practice problems constantly throughout the whole process. Also, I highly recommend taking all the practice exams in a fairly short amount of time (probably not six in a week like I did) in order to become familiar with the structure of the exam right before test day.
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"DAT Bootcamp was the only resource I used (besides the classes I was currently taking). It is extremely satisfying to put your all in, and reap the success that follows."
If I could go back and change one thing, I would start out taking a full length exam instead of waiting for the first one in the program. This would have given me a better understand of the question format and which topics I would need to give extra attention.
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"The questions Bootcamp asks are very similar to questions found on the actual DAT and the format and interface of their Full Length Tests are almost identical to the DAT itself."
Two critical advantages that Bootcamp has over other study programs is that: 1. The questions they ask are very similar to questions found on the actual DAT and 2. The format and interface of their Full Length Tests are almost identical to the DAT itself.
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"I absolutely loved using Bootcamp, everyone was so supportive and responsive, the interface is user friendly, and it was perfect for learning and refreshing old / new topics."
The DAT is a hard exam, but anything is achievable, it can be discouraging to get certain scores, but you have to remember that getting it wrong in practice will only help you retain it better for the actual exam! Good luck to everybody I hope I was somewhat helpful and feel free to reach out anytime at all!
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"I HIGHLY recommend only using DAT Bootcamp to study for the DAT; it is the only resource you need to do well on the DAT!"
Without DAT Bootcamp, I would not have been able to score in the top 10% of test-takers. If I can do it, I know you surely can! Remember, the hardest part is getting started, but once you start, make sure you run!
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"DAT Bootcamp had me covered in all aspects of the exam and I did not have to use a single source outside of Bootcamp!"
If there was anything I could go back and change, it would be to start studying from earlier in the year even during the semester, because little bits of knowledge daily is better than trying to cram all the information in a short period of time.
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"Throughout my time using Bootcamp I felt empowered by the team of tutors and personal one-on-one with experts about specific questions."
To alleviate my apprehension, I began using Bootcamp following Ari’s study guide. This gave me more of an idea of how to pace myself based on the volume of material and set clear- cut deadlines for when I had to learn each lesson. After the first two weeks of following the plan, I felt that the study guide provided a solid understanding of how to study each different section. I was able to craft my own schedule to review salient material that I had watched in previous lessons.
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"Bootcamp provides more challenging questions that will cover every possible way that a question can be asked on your actual DAT. Bootcamp covers all of the bases."
A big tip that I have been giving peers of mine is to simply practice. The Mastery Reviews were of most help to me as they cover content from all of the chapters from each section, kind of how the actual test does--it's a mix of questions. For me, this would add about 30 minutes to an hour to my study day, but it was worth it. 
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"It’s really important to practice each section consistently! Bootcamp has more than enough resources to practice with so it is best to take advantage."
Some thing I would do differently would be to focus on time management along with learning the material- especially for PAT and QR. I would also practice those sections more consistently over a longer period of time. I heavily focused on the sciences and while that was helpful- it took time and energy away from other areas. It’s really important to practice each section consistently! Bootcamp has more than enough resources to practice with so it is best to take advantage.
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"I went from knowing nothing to crushing the DAT in a matter of eight months. Bootcamp made attaining this goal possible. The questions were spot-on with the DAT!"
Every person is unique, as is his / her individual struggles regarding the studying process. DAT Bootcamp is a tool that provides returns to the extent that a person is willing to put in the hard work. Tools don’t do the work for you, but they can make a task possible.
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"Huge thank you to everyone at DAT Bootcamp for creating such a supportive and all-encompassing program. It is everything you need to prepare for and crush the DAT!"
My biggest piece of advice for those studying for the DAT would be to complete everything in Ari's schedule no matter the time frame it takes. DAT Bootcamp is everything you need to prepare for and crush the DAT!
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Upgrade Your Membershipor
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"DAT Bootcamp is honestly all you need."

It's everything you need to get an awesome DAT score, and nothing you don't.
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Studying for the DAT can feel overwhelming. I know, I’ve been there.
When I was studying for the DAT, I had a hard time figuring out what resources to use, or if I was even on the right track to ace the test.

That’s exactly why I made DAT Bootcamp.

DAT Bootcamp is the best all-in-one study tool to ace the DAT. We have the most representative DAT practice tests, premium lesson videos, and performance analytics that make the DAT easy.

It’s not a coincidence over 90% of dental students used DAT Bootcamp to prepare for the DAT. It’s because we make studying for the DAT easy, and I can’t wait to do the same for you.
If you ever have any questions, please reach out. We're always here for you.

[image: Ari Rezaei]Dr. Ari Rezaei
Columbia University, College of Dental Medicine
& Creator of DAT Bootcamp
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Frequently asked questions
Our team of DAT experts are ready to answer for any question you have.
Have a question that you don't see answered here? Send us a message and our team will get back to you ASAP!
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Send us a message!

What is DAT Bootcamp?
[image: ]
DAT Bootcamp is the best all-in-one study tool to ace the DAT. We have the most representative DAT practice tests, premium lesson videos, and performance analytics that make the DAT easy. Over 90% of pre-dental students choose to study with DAT Bootcamp each year, see why here.



Is DAT Bootcamp updated for the 2024 DAT?
[image: ]
Yes! DAT Bootcamp is updated weekly to reflect the latest trends in the DAT. We're constantly adding new questions, updating explanations, and removing older questions to be the most representative resource for the DAT.



Why is DAT Bootcamp better than other resources?
[image: ]
There are many good resources to study for the DAT, but I think DAT Bootcamp stands out in 3 ways:

	Our practice tests are the most representative of the real DAT. Bootcamp’s practice tests are famous for being uncannily representative of the real DAT. We update our tests weekly to stay current with the DAT year-round. Our practice tests also feature Prometric Mode, which simulates the exact same test interface you’ll see in the Prometric test center.

	Our video lessons are top-notch. We focus on the high-yield concepts that come up repeatedly on the DAT and teach them in an engaging, easy-to-understand way. Our chemistry professor, Dr. Mike, has the best set of DAT videos to teach you everything you need and nothing you don’t.

	We have more study materials than anyone else. Bootcamp has more practice questions, tests, and videos than anyone else. This includes videos for every biology topic on the DAT, and our famous Bio Bites qbanks that make learning bio easy.

The combination of these 3 features makes DAT Bootcamp the best all-in-one resource to ace the DAT. You can read student reviews of DAT Bootcamp here.



Will this help me ace the DAT?
[image: ]
Absolutely. Every year we help thousands of students get sky-high scores and get accepted into dental school. There’s a reason over 90% of pre-dental students use DAT Bootcamp every year, it’s because our students get exceptionally high scores. You can read their stories on this page.



How much does DAT Bootcamp cost?
[image: ]
Having been students ourselves, we priced DAT Bootcamp to be affordable. Check out our pricing at this link.
Why do we charge for this resource? Tutors, engineers, and video editors cost a lot. I want this to be the best place to ace the DAT, and to do that we need to compensate people for their time.
If you need financial help, please send us a message and we’ll help you. I want to empower all students to ace the DAT, regardless of economic privilege.




How can I contact you?
[image: ]
Just click the blue chat button in the bottom right corner of your screen and send us a message! Or send us an email us at team@bootcamp.com.




Do you offer a payment plan?
[image: ]
Yes! We work with Afterpay, which allows you to pay over 4 interest-free payments. Click the link below the membership you want to purchase to use Afterpay.




What do the learning, reviewing, and mastered tags do?
[image: ]
Bootcamp.com uses a question tagging system where you can rate how well you understand a question during review. This system saves you time studying by allowing you to focus on your weaker areas. Read more about how to use this system here.



Can I purchase now, but activate my account later?
[image: ]
Yes! Just send us a message after your purchase to pause your account. When you're ready to start studying, just send us a message again to activate your account!



I received a DAT fee waiver from the ADA, am I eligible for financial help to buy DAT Bootcamp?
[image: ]
Of course. Send us a message with your DAT fee waiver verification from the ADA and we'll help you out.



How can I set up a group discount?
[image: ]
If you want to organize a group discount for your club or school, fill out the form here and we'll set up a special coupon for you.



Can I adjust the video playback speed?
[image: ]
Yes! You can adjust video playback speed by clicking on the settings icon in the video control bar. 
[image: ]
If you want to pick an exact playback speed, download the Video Speed Controller Chrome extension.



Do you have sponsorships for pre-dental influencers?
[image: ]
Yes, we love partnering with students! If you run a page on Instagram, TikTok, YouTube, or any other platform and you're looking to kick-start or increase your growth as a dental influencer, please fill out this form to get started.



How do I purchase institutional access?
[image: ]
Please email our sales director roland.bruno@bootcamp.com with the product you're interested in to schedule a quick demo!



Can I extend my membership?
[image: ]
Yes! To extend your membership, go to the memberships tab on your account page. Note: only students with active upgraded memberships can extend their membership. Make sure to extend your membership before it expires.



I have testing accommodations. Can I turn off the exam timer?
[image: ]
Yes! When you’re taking a practice test, right-click the words “Time Remaining” at the top right of the screen and you'll be able to set a custom time. Please only use this feature if you have testing accommodations.



Does DAT Bootcamp have a Higher Score Guarantee?
[image: ]
Yes! If you give DAT Bootcamp an honest try, we guarantee a higher Academic Average (AA) on your DAT than your previous official DAT attempt.
If you do not achieve a higher AA, we will extend your membership up to your next DAT retake for free (up to 180 days).
To be eligible:
	You've taken the DAT before and have a previous official score report (your baseline score).
	You completed at least 8 practice tests from each subject.
	You marked 80% of the video content as complete and completed 80% of the questions.

Note: You must have a new registered test date to receive the free extension.



Can I use this for the Canadian DAT?
[image: ]
Yes! We’ve had tons of Canadian students use DAT Bootcamp to knock their CDAT out of the park. Some have even become featured students, you can read more about them here.



Do you help with dental school admissions?
[image: ]
Yes! We have videos, templates, and resources to help you apply to dental school. We also have personal services to help with your admission essays, secondaries, interviews, and more. Check it all out here.








Study with the #1 resource for the DAT.
Get everything you need to ace the DAT in one place. Used by more than 90% of pre-dental students.
Start Studying for Free
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